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ABSTRACT

Today's business world is changing swiftly and the organization needs to exhibit different styles of leadership to sustain in this turbulent period. Leadership in large organizations is more complex as it has built-in legacy which will not allow it to mobilize the decision making fast enough for business survival. The business environment has become increasingly unstable and uncertain in just the past decade or so. Leaders need to think differently to transform the complete ecosystem with his/her team members aligning with the external ecosystem. In today's organization, most of the employees are not engaged (Gallup employee engagement survey 2015); when employees are disengaged, it means quite simply that companies are receiving only a fraction of the creativity and productivity of their workforce. Leaders need to ensure that the organization's capability can be enhanced so that it can surpass the competition and drive growth in new distinct scenarios by learning and adapting when tackling unforeseen circumstances, predicaments, complex problems and crisis. Today's leaders are operating in the complex domain which necessitates out of the box thinking and innovative solutions to solve everyday problems.

This paper highlights how the proposed new leadership model will ensure enterprise agility, how adaptive leadership team plans to transform operational excellence and bring agility across the layers, how leadership introduces and ensures sustaining of the new cultural transformation with innovation, how building adaptive project management increases responsiveness to the customer, How to influence emergence and achieve enterprise agility?
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INTRODUCTION

Leadership practices in complex domain is very unique. The nature of competition has become more diverse. Some environments are mature and predictable, while other are highly uncertain, how leaders can ensure they are doing right stuff at right time?

Our societies are changing rapidly from those based on structures of hierarchies and standard answers to ones that are constantly changing (even volatile), interconnected, networked, ambiguous and increasingly complex. Our leadership models must adapt to this new world.

Today's world is more and more complex, traditional leadership skill does not support much. Leadership theory also has to be modernized.
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DETAILS OF THE PAPER

Technology adoption rate is very high today; will traditional leadership styles still work in today’s complex world? Will top down approach work? Today’s world is more complex. The scope of this paper is limited to explaining about the role of leadership in the complex domain and it is applicable in all generic research and development sectors (Retail, Banking Financial services and Insurance (BFSI), Manufacturing, Pharmaceuticals and other sectors). This paper focuses on enterprise agility through changes in organizational design.

Every individual is a potential agent in the complex domain. Leadership in complex systems is a locus of power during the interaction processes among human agents. There are many variables in a complex situation and the interaction between these variables is nonlinear and interdependent. Therefore, the process of acting in a complex situation cannot be rational and linear. To solve complex problems, we cannot rely only on convergent analysis and on using our own knowledge in a traditional manner. Instead, we have to use divergent thinking and adopt an experimental approach to the situation in order to solve complex problems in a more creative way.
What are Complex systems? (A.k.a. Complex Dynamic Systems or Complex Adaptive systems) Complex = difficult-to-understand or difficult to predict

Dynamic = moving, changing

Adaptive = changing to adapt to an environment or condition

In a Complex situation, we don’t know with certainty the effect of various variables and thus we have to enter into an effective broad exploration of the possible variables and identify patterns where we can indicate association and causation. Then we can design probes to test the systems and from this information we can build pilot programs. Systemic methods require a highly diverse group of participants; they are both highly time-efficient and the participants enjoy sharing their knowledge.
The Cynefin framework has five domains. The first four domains are:

**Obvious** - replacing the previously used terminology simple from early 2014 - in which the relationship between cause and effect is obvious to all. The approach is to **Sense - Categorize - Respond** and we can apply best practices.

**Complicated** - in which the relationship between cause and effect requires analysis or some other form of investigation and/or the application of expert knowledge. The approach is to **Sense - Analyse - Respond** and we can apply good practices. E.g. - a microprocessor even with a billion transistors is typically only “complicated”, very linear and has clean transition rules.

**Complex** - in which the relationship between cause and effect can only be perceived in retrospect but not in advance. The approach is to **Probe - Sense - Respond** and we can sense emergent practice.
Chaotic- in which there is no relationship between cause and effect at the systems level and the approach is to Act - Sense - Respond and we can discover novel practice.

It might be impossible to identify one "correct" solution or spot cause-and-effect relationships in "complex" situations. According to Snowden and Boone, many business situations fall into this category. To solve a complex problem, we have to know how the role of leadership in complex situations differs from that of other situations. We need a different style to operate in the complex domain.

In a complex context, there is no linear relationship between cause and effect but a pattern may emerge over time and offer some kind of order, even though it often exists for a limited time only. So let us look more closely at the complex context.

What is an agent? In complex systems, Agents are the autonomous entities that interact to carry out their particular tasks. Agents are adaptive and agents must be able to react to their environment and possibly change their behaviour based on what is learned.

Based on the above discussions, we realize that most of the time, in the knowledge era, we operate in the complex domain where individual needs to lead differently. Most of the leadership styles which originated during the industrial era do not address all the issues leaders' face in the complex domain.

The new proposed leadership theory is called -Rebus Leadership Theory (RLT). English meaning - Rebus is a representation of a word or phrase by pictures, symbols, etc. A puzzle in which words are represented by combinations of pictures and individual letters. Rebus also indirectly refers to the inherent complexity present in the complex domain and which is a puzzle that needs to be solved.
1. WHAT IS REBUS LEADERSHIP

Rebus Leadership Theory (RLT) is a framework which is made up of the following components –

- Rebus Leadership Values
- Rebus Leadership Principles
- Rebus Leadership Pillars
- Rebus Leadership Practices
- Rebus Leadership Levels

Rebus Leadership in complex systems takes place during interactions among agents when those interactions lead to changes in the way agents expect to relate to one another in the future and when the changes observed in one or more agents (i.e. leadership) leads to increased fitness for that system in its environment. Rebus Leadership Practices are embedded in the Rebus Leadership Pillars and they can be expanded and appropriately focused based on the specific problem requirement in the complex domain.
2. REBUS PILLARS

2.1. P1 - ESTABLISH SYSTEMS THINKING

“A DISCIPLINE FOR SEEING WHOLES. IT IS A FRAMEWORK FOR SEEING INTERRELATIONSHIPS RATHER THAN THINGS, FOR SEEING PATTERNS OF CHANGE RATHER THAN STATIC SNAPSHOTs.” – PETER SENGE

As a Rebus leader, he/she has to perform below mentioned activities for Pillar 1 which is about systems thinking -

- **Identify a system**. After all, not all things are systems. Some systems are simple and predictable, while others are complex and dynamic. Most human social systems are the latter.
- **Explain the behavior or properties of the whole system**. This focus on the whole is the process of synthesis. Analysis looks into things while synthesis looks out of things.
- **Explain the behavior or properties of the thing to be explained in terms of the role(s) or function(s) of the whole**. And take actions with all the stakeholders to formulate an ideal system.

The continuous assessment process that is characteristic of systems thinking is essential in a volatile, rapidly changing environment. It takes time and good habits of critical reflection to engage in this kind of learning, both for individuals and organizations.

---

**Rebus Leadership Theory**

Fig 9: Interconnection of RLT (Rebus Leadership Theory) pillars, if one pillar is weak, it will destabilize the other pillars

**Fig 10: Understand the systems, Map the systems And taking action in systems to maintain the systems ideal state**
2.2.

Emergence is a process whereby larger entities, patterns, and regularities arise through interactions among smaller or simpler entities that themselves do not exhibit such properties. It’s usually the system-level behaviour that intrigues us. A stock market is one of the best examples.

Rebus leaders can call for open space meetings to get new ways of working which should be part of the emergence exercise.

Appreciative enquiry also helps Rebus leaders to discover emergence.

Other types of problems that could be facilitated by emergence are -

A wicked problem is a problem that is difficult or impossible to solve because of incomplete, contradictory, and changing requirements that are often difficult to recognize. The use of the term “wicked” here denotes resistance to resolution, rather than evil. Moreover, because of complex interdependencies, the effort to solve one aspect of a wicked problem may reveal or create other problems.

2.3. P3 - BUILD RELATIONSHIP

Learning by diverse agents, coupled with nonlinear interactions, leads to self-organization, emergence, and co-evolution. Self-organization is the development of dynamic but stable patterns of organization that arise through the local interactions of agents.

The progression of leadership theories demonstrates the evolution of the role of the leader from command and control to transforming followers, to networking and relationships.
Rebus Leaders need to facilitate agents to make strong and meaningful connections within the system which can create organizations that can adapt, innovate, and remain sustainable in a complex environment.

Rebus Leaders need to conduct additional network meetings to build relationships.

The understanding of emergence has to do with relationships: the relationships among the parts or the relationship of the system to its environment. Parts of a system that are related are also often referred to as a network. A system within the larger system of which it is a part are sometimes referred to as an ecosystem.

Leading with empathy, the Rebus Leaders create a shared sense of purpose and manage through influence rather than command and control.

### 2.4. P4 - PROMOTE MOVEMENT

All types of events which promotes people movement, idea share, data movement is healthy in the complex domain, e.g. Conversation Café (Chai pe Charcha), Connect events, agile café, job rotation and internal job movements.

Conversation Café is an international movement started by author Vicki Robin fostering coffee house meetings on a regular basis for interesting communication about relevant issues amongst strangers in the Socratic tradition of respectful dialogue.

### 2.5. P5 - ACQUIRE KNOWLEDGE

Complex systems display the below mentioned characteristics -

- Feedback loops
- Some degree of spontaneous order
- Robustness of the order
- Emergent organization
- Hierarchical organization
As a Rebus leader, the individual has to be continuously aware about what is going on with these parameters in the system. Unity and shared purpose should be one goal. Pull based connectivity and sharing knowledge helps to acquire knowledge. The flow of data, information and knowledge moving around in the networks of systems and people is shared through team interaction, communities and events, facilitated through knowledge repositories and portals and built through tacit (implicit) and explicit knowledge by the agents.

All these five pillars will enable agents to competitively manage the intricacies of the complex domain. Additionally, knowledge about the specific issues occurring in the problem space and knowledge about complex adaptive systems (CAS) will help the Rebus Leader to more optimally manage the issues arising in the complex domain.

![Smart Grid System Diagram](image)

**Fig 15:** Smart Grid System, where we have large numbers of interconnected elements, all these elements are interacting in a nonlinear way, any minor changes can produce disproportionately major consequences. The system is dynamic, the whole is greater than the sum of its parts, and solutions can’t be imposed; rather they arise from the circumstances, The system has a history, and the past is integrated with the present; the elements evolve with one another and with the environment. Though this system may, in retrospect, appear to be ordered and predictable, hindsight does not lead to foresight because the external conditions and systems constantly change.

The Smart Grid System is a distributed control, multi-agent system and if an organization has to operate under such a system, the leadership team needs to exhibit all the characteristics of the RLT framework in order to smoothly and efficiently accomplish this work. Let us look at all the 5 Rebus Leadership pillars in this smart grid system. Agents working in the system have to exhibit Rebus Leadership skills. Agents need to apply systems thinking to understand the processes and need to know how parts influences the whole. Knowledge of the entire system and subsystems are necessary to manage the s in the complex domain. The Rebus Leader needs to know how collective properties arise from the properties of parts; how behavior at a larger scale arises from the detailed structure; how behavior and relationships works at a finer scale. Without knowing emergence, it is difficult to work in the complex world. All the agents are interconnected and share the feedbacks effectively to work together in seamless manner. Agents working under this system are constantly meeting with each other to work effectively. If all the 5 pillars, along with the Rebus values principles and practices are applied judiciously, it will then lead to enterprise agility (ability to respond to the changes in the market easily) and also changes in the organizational design structure can be managed optimally. Lead Agents are also present in the system and they facilitate the networking and other aspects of agents to ensure that all the agents are focused on the overall goal.
3. REBUS LEADERSHIP LEVELS

Rebus Leadership has 5 different levels of maturity. We cannot expect a team to be at Level 3 on day one. Systemic improvement needs to be planned and the team/leader has to gradually stabilize the 5 pillars and move to the next levels by considering all the factors of maturity. **Level 1 which is the Pangaea stage** is the initial state where everything is chaotic in the complex domain. By focusing on all the pillars, the agents need to improve and start stabilizing the situation. At every level there should be an effort and a plan to move to the next level and each team needs to move from one level to another. **Level 5 is the Zenith stage** where Agents have the highest level of skills and knowledge about the complex domain. Because as Agents, he/she has complete information about the systems, super systems and subsystems; he/she has more or less real time data about the emergence in the systems as he/she has established well connected network with other trusted agents who have the right knowledge and will pass it on seamlessly at the right time to them.

4. REBUS LEADERSHIP VALUES

![Rebus Leadership Values Diagram](image)

**Fig 18:** The 5 Values will help to achieve RLT maturity and strengthen the RLT Pillars
Rebus Leadership Theory has 5 values which ensures leaders/agents perform at the optimal level in the complex domain -

- **Value No 1 – Courage** - To lead an organization, it takes courage. Courage to try new things; courage to make mistakes; courage to admit you don’t know everything; and courage to change knowing that what works today may not work tomorrow.

- **Value No 2 – Openness** - Leaders will not always tell people what they want to hear. However unpleasant the issue, leaders will not be afraid to raise it with them. By doing so, leaders can challenge everyone to be different and stand out from the crowd. This will require leaders to insist that everyone is to be open and honest with each other.

- **Value No 3 – Wisdom** - Wisdom is defined as “Knowledge that is gained by having many years of experience and skills accumulated over a period of time; the natural ability to understand things that most other people cannot understand; knowledge of what is proper or reasonable; good sense or judgment. Wisdom is the ability to make the best use of knowledge, experience and understanding by exercising good judgment. Wisdom also focuses on pattern thinking and pattern logic that is gained through years of experience.

- **Value No 4 – Commitment** - Ensure Commitment which is dedication to the tasks at hand and ensure the successful completion of the tasks.

- **Value No 5 – Respect** - Treat others as you would expect yourself to be treated. Embrace each individual’s unique talents and honor diverse life and work styles. Operate in a spirit of cooperation and value human dignity.

5. **REBUS LEADERSHIP PRINCIPLES**

![Diagram of Rebus Leadership Principles]

**Fig 19: Rebus Leadership position on these 4 principles which helps to strengthen the theory**

Rebus Leadership Theory has 4 principles which will enable agents to be very efficient. All these principles help agents to accomplish/improved outcomes in a complex environment.

**Principle 1 (P1)** - In complex systems, agents need to upgrade their information continuously. Information degrades with time and hence, available information should be viewed in that context.

**Principle 2 (P2)** – It talks about individuals making decisions and how their rationality is limited by the available information, the tractability of the decision problem, the cognitive limitations of their minds and the time available to make the decision.

**Principle 3 (P3)** – It highlights the point where the maximum information is available and how an agent at the ground level has access to the maximum information.

**Principle 4 (P4)** – This principle highlights the point that agents need to be trusted in order to deliver and resolve the issue/problem within the given constraints.

Rebus Leadership Theory has been tested with a team which is developing new generation applications in the competitive start-up space. Everything was uncertain about the product success. The team has been coached on the Rebus Leadership Theory and it was facilitated by RLT agents to achieve success. Thus, this theory is generic and it is applicable across all the domains where complexity is present.
6. GENERIC STEPS TO COACH TEAM/LEADER ON REBUS LEADERSHIP THEORY (RLT) IN THE COMPLEX DOMAIN (RETAIL, BANKING FINANCIAL SERVICES AND INSURANCE (BFSI), MANUFACTURING, PHARMACEUTICALS AND OTHER SECTORS

- Explain Snowden’s Cynefin Model
- Provide several examples for each domain
- Highlight specialty of complex domain
- Explain what is Complex Adaptive System, Why leadership is different in complex domain
- Five Pillars of Rebus Leadership Theory and Why they are important
- Explain the Specific Practices embedded in the Pillars as applicable for the specific domain and specific problem (this is based on experimentation and based on experience, it could be evolved in the form of an assessment/questionnaire)
- Rebus Leadership Values and Principles
- Five Levels of Rebus Leadership
- Apply the RLT in a pilot team and based on the success and feedback, apply RLT across all other product development teams in the organization
- SUSTENANCE -
  a. The focus is on improving the maturity level of the teams and progressing from one level to the next level
  b. Conduct RLT training/coaching by RLT Coaches for senior management and other members in the organization to ensure enterprise agility and organization design change are managed appropriately.
  c. High level RLT training/coaching by RLT Coaches provided to the support teams (HR, IT infrastructure, admin, Training and other teams) in order for them to provide facilitation to the product development teams
  d. Ensure continuous improvement and Establish a RLT Competency Center to undertake research and development on the practices embedded in the Pillars and other areas in order to enhance and sustain RLT along with periodic training/coaching for new joiners and existing members across the organization

7. HOW REBUS LEADERSHIP HAS HELPED INFOSYS

The current CEO of Infosys has a leadership style that is reflective of the RLT. All the RLT pillars have been equally mapped to his five point strategy and it completely aligns with the RLT Framework e.g. improving employee engagement, service offering on design thinking. We can observe the reflection of the RLT style in the latest results of Infosys.

8. HOW REBUS LEADERSHIP COULD HAVE HELPED YAHOO TO COME OUT OF THEIR CRISIS SITUATION?

All the important decisions currently taken by the Yahoo CEO are against the RLT pillars e.g. remote workers being made scapegoats, diversifying pointlessly in different areas. She has broken one of the major Pillars in the Rebus Leadership Theory which is Building Relationships. As a result, other pillars are constantly becoming weak; especially Pillar 2 which is harness emergence. She is operating approximately at RLT level 2, which is the coordination level. Most of the RLT values and principles were not followed.

9. HOW REBUS LEADERSHIP THEORY HAS HELPED US MAXIMIZE OUR OUTPUT IN ONE OF THE WORKSHOPS?

A workshop is considered to be operating in the complex domain on account of the interaction of the agents within/outside the system, feedback received and the outcomes being non-linear in nature. Recently, in one of the workshops we had piloted, we had used RLT and achieved success. We had applied the concept pertaining to Pillar one (Systems Thinking) to understand all the agents in the system. We built our knowledge about the
workshop topics. During the workshop, we consciously used the other three Pillars - Emergence, Movement and Build Relationship to know more about the expectation and present what agents wanted. We played a game which involves movement. Thus, it helped us to harness emergence and the connections among the agents were strengthened.

10. **HOW WE HAVE USED REBUS LEADERSHIP THEORY IN SOME OF THE PROJECTS WHICH WE HAD TRANSFORMED TO BRING ABOUT ENTERPRISE AGILITY (LESSONS LEARNED)?**

We had started a pilot project about one year back to understand about the whole project and parts of the project, teams and interdependencies about the project with other systems. The team had been coached on RLT. Key Performance Indicators were worked out as targets to be achieved with a high level timeline. During the journey, the team undertook various activities like knowledge sharing sessions, team role changes and collaborative meetings which helped the agents to meet all the Rebus Leadership component requirements and achieve the goals.

A sample questionnaire administered to the teams as a guideline is given below – (questionnaire is not self-explanatory and will require guidance from a RLT coach. The questionnaire can be modified / enhanced based on the requirements of the problem domain and other factors).
Based on the quantifiable output, we can assess the RLT maturity as per the guideline table given below -

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Levels</th>
<th>Team Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level 1</td>
<td>1 to &lt;=30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 2</td>
<td>&gt;30 to &lt;= 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 3</td>
<td>&gt;35 to &lt;=40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 4</td>
<td>&gt;40 to &lt;=45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 5</td>
<td>&gt;45 to &lt;=50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We were able to see significant changes in the behavior and artifacts which the team members/agents were producing and which increased the enterprise agility. Time to Market (TTM) and Cost of Poor Quality KPI has significantly improved quarter on quarter. This has lead to better relationship and customer satisfaction.

Fig 22: KPI captured by the RLT agents for their project after deploying RLT for one year
CONCLUSION

Complexity has shifted from something found mainly in huge systems such as cities to something that affects almost everything we touch today - the products we design, the jobs we do every day and the organizations we oversee. Most of this increase has resulted from the information technology revolution of the past few decades. Systems that used to be separate are now interconnected and interdependent, which means that they are, by definition, more complex. We are operating in the complex domain and the leadership skills require changes from the earlier leadership style. The internet of Things (IoT) revolution has also further compounded the complexity scale.

There is no comprehensive universal checklist for becoming a Rebus Leader but by focusing on all the components of the RLT Framework -- Pillars and embedded Practices within the Pillars, Values, Principles and the Levels as described in the earlier sections, the Rebus Leader can better equip themselves in the turbulent and unpredictable business environment. The five pillars are proven and tested.

Rebus Leadership Theory as indicated earlier is suitable only for the complex domain.

In sum, this paper focuses on developing and outlining key elements of the Rebus Leadership Theory (RLT) leading to improved enterprise agility and focuses on Rebus Lead agents and Rebus agents operating in the complex domain which entails restructuring of the organizational design structure to meet these requirements. Hence RLT being a generic theory is applicable across all the domains where complexity is the key focus (as per Cynefin framework). In the absence of such a leadership, an organization may face slow death and its survival in the future may be uncertain in the complex market domain.

We therefore recommend Rebus Leadership Theory (RLT) as a novel and innovative methodology for leaders to demonstrate leadership in the complex domain — a proven framework for the future organization. We are also working on applying RLT to other teams and the results will be published subsequently.
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